The Responsibilities of Election Officials Regarding Access to Records and Equipment

Election officials facing requests for access to election records and equipment should respond in a way that complies with the law while protecting election security.

Election officials are confronting an extraordinary uptick in requests for access to sensitive election records and equipment. This trend is fueled by the spread of the lie of a “stolen” 2020 election. Requests for public records have flooded election offices, and both legislators and private litigants have attempted to use the subpoena process to obtain access. In rarer instances, rogue sheriffs have tried to seize equipment from election offices.

This resource provides guidance to election officials who face requests for access to election records and equipment in their custody.

State laws providing access to public records are important for transparency, and election officials have a responsibility to fulfill requests. But some demands may go beyond what individuals are legally entitled to. Copying or providing access to election software and hardware, routers, and other associated equipment may pose security risks, and individuals may not have the legal right to access certain sensitive or confidential information, whether through a records request or civil subpoena. Police and sheriffs, meanwhile, typically have very limited legal power to seize equipment from election offices without a warrant.

When someone such as a lawyer, a judge, or a law enforcement official purports to have authority but makes what seems like a potentially illegitimate request for access or information, election officials may wonder what their options are. Some of the requests may be legitimate, but others may not be, and if accommodated, they may undermine the security of a jurisdiction’s election equipment.

When asked for sensitive records or equipment, election officials can and should respond in a way that complies with the law, protects staffers’ safety, and guards the security of our election systems. Three common scenarios and recommended plans of action are outlined below.
In all cases, election officials should consult with a competent attorney, including an attorney in their city or county legal department, as soon as possible. Where appropriate, they should also consult with their state’s association of local election officials, the office of their state’s chief election official, and other trusted and experienced election officials in their state. These officials may have advice on efficiently fielding similar requests, and sharing this information may help other officials facing similar situations. In particular, sham or rogue law enforcement activity is not common, and anyone engaging in this behavior may also be targeting other election officials.4

**How to address records requests that seek access to sensitive election information**

Some elections offices have received public records requests that target sensitive voting equipment and information, including requests for manuals containing security protocols5 and for voting machine serial numbers.6 Several offices have also received requests for “cast vote records,” which are electronic reports from certain voting machines detailing how ballots were tabulated.7 At least one group has requested access to physical ballots.8 Some requests have demanded that officials preserve records and included vague language suggesting that the requestor is considering filing a lawsuit founded on baseless election fraud claims.9

*What if the request demands sensitive election materials?*

Sensitive materials, such as physical ballots or software, are often exempt from public records disclosure requirements.10 The laws of each state vary as to whether records such as cast vote records and ballot images can be made publicly available, and under what conditions.11

*What if the request demands physical access to election materials or equipment?*

Under federal law, all state and local election officers have a duty to “retain and preserve . . . all record and papers . . . relating to any application, registration, payment of poll tax, or other act requisite to voting” for 22 months after federal elections. The Department of Justice has advised that this means the items must remain under election officials’ supervision,12 thereby limiting conditions under which access may be provided to others. Similarly, state laws may impose supervision requirements.13

*What if the request is for election officials to create a new record?*

Public records laws generally do not create obligations to create new records. However, election officials may be required to produce automated reports from electronic records in databases. For example, they might have to produce an electronic list of absentee voters even if they do not have a hard copy list. Election officials should consult with an attorney in their jurisdiction’s legal department to determine if a request is one for the creation of new rather than preexisting records.
What if the request demands an immediate response?

Requests may demand that an election office respond right away. But state laws give election offices time to respond to records requests, so officials can determine if any exemptions apply. Most state laws prescribe a particular timeline to respond. In some states, agencies can impose a reasonable fee for responding to requests — a process that may extend the timeline to respond.

Do election officials have to preserve the requested records for the court if the request includes a threat to sue?

Election offices are required to preserve election records for certain periods of time under federal and state law. A threat to sue based on vague and unsubstantiated allegations may not necessarily create a new duty to preserve records. Nevertheless, election officials should consult with an attorney in their jurisdiction’s legal department to determine if a particular threat to sue creates a new duty to preserve records.

How to address a subpoena for sensitive equipment or records

An attorney representing a party in a case may attempt to issue a subpoena in an effort to obtain sensitive records or equipment. If a state legislator or another state official who has the authority to issue a subpoena during an investigation attempts to issue a subpoena seeking ballots or other sensitive material, they may be trying to order clerks to appear before select committees with the requested material. Handing over these materials may compromise their security or violate an election official’s legal duties to retain custody over records.

Who can issue a subpoena?

To be enforceable, a subpoena must be properly issued — either by the clerk of a court or, in some states, by an attorney of record in a particular action — and appropriately served. A subpoena is typically served by a sheriff, a deputy sheriff, or any other person who is at least 18 years old.

A subpoena specifies the time, date, and location for an individual to appear in court or to provide the requested information. It also will likely include language such as “you are commanded to report.” In some instances, the subpoena will specify a penalty for noncompliance. If the subpoena is filed with a court, it should include the full name of such court in the title. If the subpoena is not filed with a court, it may require the parties to consent. In any case, it should include identifying information for the individual or attorney who signed the document.

What if the subpoena asks for sensitive information that implicates election or personal security?
There may be a legal reason that permits an election official to avoid testifying or providing records. Some objections may include that the requested records are confidential or sensitive, the scope of the request is improper, or it would be an undue burden to produce the requested records. Should these objections apply, an attorney can object to the subpoena on the election official’s behalf, or they can move to condition or modify the subpoena’s scope. The time for objecting to a subpoena will vary depending on the type of subpoena served in a particular state.

How to address law enforcement requests for access

Where appropriate, law enforcement officials should support election officials and workers as they carry out their duties. For this reason, legitimate investigations into potential election crimes are typically performed at the request of, and in collaboration with, election officials. There have been some isolated instances of improper requests for access to election equipment by those claiming to be law enforcement. Someone claiming to be law enforcement may ask to enter sensitive areas that the public is not permitted to enter unsupervised, such as areas where equipment or ballots are stored. Someone may also request to remove or copy sensitive records or equipment or ask for passwords, keycard swipes, or other methods of accessing sensitive records or equipment.

For this reason, it is important to be aware of the key indicators of a legitimate investigation. When law enforcement is properly called upon to assist in investigating breaches of sensitive materials, it abides by the same rules it must follow in other criminal investigations, such as obtaining a warrant to access sensitive areas or seize any items or obtaining judicial approval for certain types of subpoenas.

In all cases, election officials can take notes about the officer’s name and badge number, as well as what the officer is requesting.

What can an election official do if a law enforcement officer seeks to question them?

The election official does not have to answer the law enforcement officer’s questions right away and without an attorney present. Even if the officer mentions they will obtain a subpoena, this does not mean they will succeed in getting one from the court. If possible, the election official can ask another staff member to join the conversation. They can also let the officer know that they would like to consult an attorney.

What can an election official do if a law enforcement officer seeks to access sensitive materials?
1. If the election official is not familiar with the person claiming to be law enforcement, they can calmly ask to see a badge or other identification and ask what office the individual is representing to ensure that they are a law enforcement officer.

An election official who believes someone is impersonating law enforcement should not do anything that makes them feel physically unsafe. The official can calmly state that they are calling local law enforcement. Impersonating a law enforcement officer is typically a serious crime.34

2. The election official can ask if the officer has a warrant. If the answer is yes, the official can ask to see it.

If the officer does not have a warrant signed by a judge or other independent official, the election official can calmly state that they do not provide the permission being requested.

If true in their state, the official can explain that state law or guidance governing the custody of election materials prevents them from providing access or turning over materials absent a warrant. They can state that they would like to first consult with an attorney and the chief election office for the state.

If the officer uses force, the election official should not interfere or resist.

3. If the officer does have a warrant signed by a judge, the election official must provide the access described in the warrant.

A judicial warrant means that the request is legitimate and must be honored without delay. It will typically detail what materials are covered by it and must be provided.35 The election official only needs to provide access to what is specifically described in the warrant. They do not have to answer any questions by officers on the spot, such as questions about passwords.36

The election official can take notes about what the officer asks to access that is not described in the warrant.

The official can let the officer know that they would like to consult an attorney. They should be able to do this so long as they are not interfering with the officer.

4. A warrant can typically be challenged later, but an election official cannot interfere with an officer in the moments they execute a warrant.

In most states, there are legal procedures for challenging the legality of a warrant, such as appealing the warrant or moving to object to the warrant.37 However, an election official should not interfere with an officer executing a warrant in real time. If an election official believes the warrant should not have been issued, an attorney can help them use the legal procedures available in their state.
Where to get assistance

In all of these cases, election officials should consult with a competent attorney as soon as possible. Other trusted election officials may also be a resource for them and other election officials that may be facing similar requests:

- Their county/city attorney
- Their state’s local election official association
- Their state’s chief election official
- Trusted local election officials in their state
- Pro bono legal assistance (Election Official Legal Defense Network), when permitted by state law
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